The degree of delocalization along the {L n M}(µ-C≡CC≡C){ML n } backbone, and hence the nature of the redox-derived products, is sensitive to the identity of the metal end-capping group. By varying the terminal cap, and thus the metal d-orbital / carbon π-system interactions, [{L n M}(µ-C≡CC≡C){ML n }] + complexes ranging from weakly (Class II in the Robin-Day scheme; e.g. {ML n } = [Mo(dppe)(η-C 7 H 7 )]) [5] to strongly coupled (Class III; {ML n } = [Fe(dppe)Cp*]) systems can be obtained. [4b,6,7] Charge delocalization along the six-atom MC 4 M chain is increased in complexes of the heavier metals, {ML n } = [Ru(PPh 3 ) 2 Cp] (1), [8] [Ru(dppe)Cp*], [9] [Os(dppe)Cp*], [10] and [Re(NO)(PPh 3 )Cp*].
[11] The increased C 4 -bridge π-character in the frontier molecular orbitals of these complexes suggests that descriptions in terms of metalstabilized carbon centered radicals might be more appropriate than mixed-valence classifications.
The description of the electronic structure in [{L n M}(µ-C≡CC≡C){ML n }] n+ complexes is usually based on IR, UV-vis-NIR and EPR spectroscopic data supported by quantum chemical calculations. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] IR-active ν(C≡C) vibrations or any local auxiliary ligand modes, e.g. ν(NO) or ν(CO), can provide information about charge distribution, [11, 15] and MLCT / LMCT bands also contain useful electronic information. [16] More commonly the lower energy (NIR) intervalence charge transfer (IVCT) bands are analyzed within the framework of the Marcus-Hush and the Mulliken-Hush theory to provide details of the underlying electronic structure. These simple but powerful 'two-state' models permit electronic coupling information to be extracted from analysis of the IVCT energy, intensity and band shape. [17] However, the NIR spectra of MV complexes often feature complex absorption envelopes due to the partial resolution of vibrational fine structure, [18] or multiple IVCT processes due to low symmetry at the metal center [5] and / or by spin-orbit coupling in the case of complexes of the heavier metals. [19] The compound [{Ru(PPh 3 ) 2 Cp} 2 (µ-C≡CC≡C)] + , [1] + , is a well-known example of a highly delocalized butadiynyl-bridged bimetallic complex in which the carbon chain plays a significant role in stabilizing the unpaired electron. [8] However, reinvestigation of the NIR spectrum of [1] + revealed a high energy shoulder that was not included in the original analysis ( Figure 1 ). [8] The NIR band envelope in [1] + is not solvatochromic ( Figure S12 ), consistent with a highly delocalized (or strongly coupled) system. However, the two-state Hush treatment of such strongly coupled systems predicts only a single asymmetric band, [17] [18] [19] no obvious vibrational progression fits the ca. 3000 cm -1 separation of the principal band and the shoulder, and spin-orbit splitting in Ru complexes is also too small (typically around 1000 cm -1 ) [19] to account for the observed separation of the component bands. In this article
we present an interpretation of this feature and show that the presence of rotamers is also a crucial variable that may influence the appearance of the IVCT band and the underlying electronic structure.
To provide a quantum-chemical perspective, calculations at density-functional theory (DFT) level were performed. Starting from a C i -symmetric input the structure of [1´] + (the ´ notation being employed to distinguish the in silico system from the experimental complex) was optimized without constraints using the global hybrid functional BLYP35 with a suitable continuum solvent model (dichloromethane, DCM) (this approach has been specifically developed to properly characterize class II/III border-line mixed-valence systems [20] ). The calculated spin density in the resulting fully optimized trans-[1´] + structure is evenly distributed over the RuC 4 Ru chain (see SI), whilst Mulliken population analysis of the α-SOMO, the α-HOMO and the β-HOMO show appreciable diynediyl bridge (45 %, 57 % and 57 %, respectively) and metal character (34 %, 37 % and 37 %) in line with earlier analyses. [8] Time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) calculations (BLYP35/DCM) revealed a single intense (µ trans = 9.5 D) transition at 11702 cm -1 arising from the excitation from the β-HOMO-1 to the β-SOMO. Given the distribution and nodal properties of these orbitals, this excitation is best described as a π−π* transition ( Figure 2 ). As expected for transitions not involving charge transfer, the TDDFT result is in excellent agreement with the energy of the principal component of the experimentally determined spectrum at 11655 cm -1 ( Figure 1 ). However, no significant transition in the TDDFT results could account for the higher-energy shoulder.
A number of rotamers of 1 have been observed crystallographically, [21] prompting consideration of the influence of different conformers on the electronic structure of the ground and excited states of [1] + . To investigate the influence of different rotamers of [1´] + on the appearance of the NIR spectrum, constrained structure optimizations with a fixed P-Ru-Ru-P dihedral angle (Ω) were performed. Starting from the optimized nearly C i -symmetric structure (Ω = 180 °) the dihedral angle was decreased to 0 ° in steps of 10 °. Interestingly, the energy of the resulting rotational energy potential (EΩ) varies by only ca. 13 kJ/mol, with the energy maximum being at Figure S1 ) revealed three minima at Ω = 30 ° (∆E = 1.0 kJ/mol); 110 ° (∆E = 6.9 kJ/mol) and 180 ° (reference, E = 0). These three structures were subsequently used as starting points for 19 %) and reflects the orbital overlap with the β-SOMO. congestion around the C 2 bridge gives rise to a greater energy barrier to rotation. [22] The higher-energy shoulder in To test the quantum-chemically predicted importance of rotamers for the shape of the NIR band of mixed-valence systems a conformationally restricted diynediyl complex comparable to 1 was required. Gladysz and colleagues have used α,ω-bis(phosphines) in constructing 'insulated' molecular wire models based on polyynediyl complexes, [23] providing a conceptual basis for the work which follows.
The pseudo-macrocyclic complex {RuCp} 2 (µ-C≡CC≡C)(µ-Ph 2 P(CH 2 ) 5 PPh 2 ) 2 (2, Figure 4 ) was prepared in 33% yield by phosphine exchange of 1 with 1,5-bis(diphenylphosphino)pentane ( Figure 5 ) and crystallographically characterized. Mixing of localized metal-based excitations, as featured in Meyer's model, [19] is not applicable here (given the low spin-orbit coupling constant of Ru) and cannot explain the high-energy shoulder. In addition, whilst fitting of the band shape by deconvolution in a series of Gaussian-shaped sub-bands is obviously possible, such fitting-based solutions do not, per se, reveal the electronic origin of the underlying excitations. Moreover, interpretations based on the number of sub-bands necessary for an accurate fit to the experimental data can be misleading in systems close to the localized/delocalized borderline due to the inherently asymmetric shape of the band (see discussion in Supporting Information).
A full optimization of [2´] + starting from a C s -symmetric structure led to a delocalized system with a P-Ru-Ru-P dihedral angle close to 0 °, and a calculated In summary, the NIR band envelope observed for the simple diynediyl complex consider not only the contributions to the band shape that can arise from vibronic coupling and transitions from lower-lying filled metal orbitals that gain intensity through low local coordination symmetry and/or spin orbit coupling but also the potential for rotamers with distinct spectroscopic profiles. The latter will not be adequately treated by interpretations drawn from a single lowest energy conformer.
Experimental Section
All ground-state structures and properties were obtained using a version of the TURBOMOLE 6.4 code [25] locally modified by the Kaupp group. Subsequent TDDFT calculations to gain excited-state properties were performed using Gaussian09. [26] All unrestricted DFT calculations were performed with the global hybrid functional BLYP35 [20] and a continuum solvent model (DCM, ε = 8.93). The latter was the conductor-like-screening solvent model (COSMO) in TURBOMOLE 6.4 [27] and the CPCM version [28] of the polarizable continuum (PCM) solvent model in Gaussian09. Split-valence basis sets def2-SVP and the associated Stuttgart effectivecore potentials for Ru were employed. [29] Calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies were scaled by an empirical factor of 0.95. [30] Complex 1 was synthesized via a modified literature [5] [31] The crystallographic structure was solved by direct methods and refined by full-matrix least squares on F 2 for all data using OLEX2 [32] and SHELXTL [33] software. All non-disordered non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic displacement parameters, H-atoms were placed into calculated positions and refined in "riding" mode. Interpretations of the NIR band shapes are presented.
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